Let us introduce
ourselves!
Serving the local community and national and offshore
clients for over 35 years, MACTODD’s hallmark is our friendly
and professional approach. Our state-of-the-art technology
provides an accurate, efficient and cost effective service.
We pride ouselves on our innovative approach, meeting the
demands and time zones of our diverse clientele.

MACTODD is a leading South Island
law firm with a national reputation
for its experience and expertise
across a wide range of the law.

Do you need consent?
Not all investments in NZ require consent from the Overseas
Investment Office (“OIO”) but like many countries NZ has
controls on overseas investment. Certain land is subject to
OIO consent. We have expertise in this area and are able to
guide you through OIO issues.
Land is “sensitive” (and will need consent if you are an
“overseas person”) if it is:
“non-urban” and exceeds 5 hectares in area (including
associated land) i.e. farm land;
is land that adjoins foreshore, seabed, lakebed, certain
islands, land held for conservation or reserve and certain
other sensitive land and exceeds 0.4 hectares in area;
is foreshore or seabed or adjoins foreshore and exceeds
0.2 hectares in area.

We can advise you on every aspect
of the above considerations and will
be happy to discuss the process of
making an approval application.

FAQs
Why do I need to engage a NZ solicitor in the purchase process?
I am part of a Pension Fund scheme in Australia, can I use
this towards my NZ purchase?
Should I be concerned about Overseas Investment Act
(OIO) restrictions?
What does it mean for me if there is a restrictive covenant
registered against the title of the property I want to buy?
I’m buying a Unit Title Property, what is a Pre-Contract
Disclosure Statement? Can I request additional information
on the property?
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I’ve been working in New Zealand and I joined Kiwisaver, can
I use it as my deposit?
I’m looking for an income producing investment, how do
managed apartments work?

Make an appointment with
MACTODD today to find answers to
these questions and more...

Contact us
Free Ph: +64 0800 228 110 Phone: +64 3 441 0125
E-mail: queenstown@mactodd.co.nz www.mactodd.co.nz
Offices in Queenstown, Wanaka and Lyttelton
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We are with you
every step of the way

Buying a home or
investment property

Our local knowledge, experience and expertise will provide
you with the support and advice you need for a successful
property purchase, regardless of the size or complexity of
the transaction. We have extensive practical experience in
the acquisition, development, financing, structuring and sale
of commercial, residential, rural and viticulture properties for
both New Zealand and international clients. We aim to make
the process as simple and trouble-free as possible adopting
a common sense and practical approach.

Queenstown is often described as the ‘jewel in the crown’
of New Zealand. A beautiful and vibrant town set in an area
of stunning beauty. A winter wonderland and a summer
playground. Buying property here could be the most fun
and rewarding decision you ever make. Our property team
will provide you with the knowledge, support and advice
necessary to guide you through the purchase process.
The Agreement The Agreement for Sale and Purchase is a
legally binding contract. The Agreement is usually prepared by
the real estate agent but can be prepared by a solicitor.
It is advisable to show your solicitor the Agreement before you
sign it so that any amendments required can be made before
it is signed by the purchaser and the vendor. For example, it is
wise to include a Due Diligence Clause in the Agreement.
GST The purchase price may be plus GST or inclusive of GST
depending on the GST status of the vendor. It is important to
receive advice from your solicitor and/or accountant as to the
tax implications of your purchase. GST can be an issue with
some holiday homes.

Differences to the
Australian System
LIM A Land Information Memorandum report is available
from the Local Authority and provides a variety of important
information such as resource consents, building consents
and code compliance certificates for the property.
It is important that your solicitor obtains this report on your
behalf and reports to you on its contents.
Finance You may need to obtain bank finance to complete your
purchase. Your solicitor can liaise with the Bank and prepare
all the finance and mortgage documentation for you and if
necessary, ensure that the Agreement is subject to finance.
Further Terms of Sale There are common conditions of sale and
purchase which can be inserted for the benefit of the purchaser
such as Builders Report and conducting Due Diligence enquiries.
Your solicitor can guide you on the benefit of these conditions
and those which are suitable for your purchase. Once all
conditions have been satisfied the Agreement is confirmed as
unconditional and the deposit is paid.
Settlement occurs on a date that is mutually agreed by the
vendor and the purchaser.

Your Solicitor can guide you on the
benefits of these conditions and those
which are suitable for your purchase.

In New Zealand:
No vendor’s statement (section 32 certificate) about the
financial, legal and planning details of a Freehold property
is provided in NZ before a contract is signed. Vendors do
provide disclosure statements on Unit Titles (Strata Titles).
No cooling off period once a contract is signed however
you can make your contract conditional upon certain items
and if the Agreement is justifiably cancelled there is no
deposit payable.
The deposit in NZ is generally 10% of the purchase price
and is usually payable upon all the terms and conditions
being met and the Agreement going unconditional.
Real Estate Agents and solicitors roles can differ greatly
from that in Australia.
No stamp duty or Capital Gains Tax is currently payable
in New Zealand however, depending what entity you use
to buy and sell property in New Zealand, you may be
exposed to the payment of Capital Gains Tax in Australia.
In that regard, you must take advice from your Australian
accountants. MACTODD can provide GST advice.
Generally there are no water fees (to be apportioned
on Settlement or paid once you own a property) in
Queenstown, the exceptions being private water schemes.
NZ does not have state or provincial laws and different
Contracts — One system for the whole country with a
standard form Sale and Purchase Agreement.

